Artificial Intelligence and the
Future of Engineering

Engineering with Intelligence.

ADDRESSING THE NEEDS
OF TODAY’S INDUSTRIES
All companies today need to be innovative, customer centric, speed to deliver and cost efficient
in this digital era. Businesses need to respond to rapidly changing customer needs, put their
innovations into production as quickly as possible, and be able to operate and deliver products
to their customers more efficiently. The life cycle of a product starts with customer driven
innovation, followed by engineering and construction of the manufacturing facility, after which
comes production and the eventual delivery of goods to customers.
Each step in this process must be responsive to the market and its consumers. From the
perspective of engineering, this begins with “faster, better, and cheaper” project delivery, and
moves into digitalization. This not only captures and draws insight from critical data to achieve
improved output at reduced costs, but also schedules preventative maintenance to minimize
downtime and facilitates accurate inventory planning to prevent stockouts.
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CURRENT CHALLENGES
(Kalyvas and Overly)
Engineering and construction of capital project has become the bottleneck of the value chain and the
capital project timeline is neither getting shorter nor more efficient – in fact, a study of 800 major projects
valued over $1 billion found that such projects typically ran one year behind schedule, exceeding their
budgets by 30 percent (Asvadurov, Brinded and Brown), with the same phenomenon occurring in
smaller, $10-$20 million projects (Billows, Kroll and Pikul). This is deeply rooted in the industry’s slow
adoption of advanced technology, especially in digitalization.

DIGITAL TWIN
A near-real-time digital image of a
physical object or process that helps
optimize business performance.

Parrott and Warshaw

BIG DATA
Big Data is a process to deliver
decision-making insights. The
process uses people and technology
to quickly analyze large amounts of
data of different types (traditional
table structured data and
unstructured data, such as pictures,
video, email, transaction data, and
social media interactions) from a
variety of sources to produce a
stream of actionable knowledge.

Kalyvas and Overly
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In today’s industries, so much historical engineering data is not digitalized
– instead, this data still exists in paper or PDF format and stored in silos
and unstructured, using traditional document management systems. All of
this unstructured data makes it difficult to search for information, and
poses a formidable challenge for those wanting to consolidate this data
into a systematic and standardized knowledge base. Furthermore, much
of this data is no longer current and contains conflicting information. This
results in significant risk for operational safety and reliability as well as
wasted time and resources. In the case of capital project engineering,
extracting relevant historical data for new investments is a
time-consuming undertaking and very often depends on the experts who
have worked on these projects, many of whom are retired or retiring.
When a company embarks on a new project, non-digitized data or
erroneous as-built drawings force engineers to reinvent data, reconstruct
engineering standards for each project, recreate numerous drawings and
regenerate many specifications. All of this manual data transfer creates an
unnecessarily lengthy front-end process. The digital transformation
process is no less extensive, with significant effort and manual work
required to organize historical information in order to establish digital twins
or digital platforms for existing facilities.
In addition, with today’s engineering work process, there are still many
non-value-added activities, such as manual data transfer due to
interoperability issues with different design tools and platforms.
The current engineering information management system still based on
the traditional concepts of filing or documentation structure, and the
absence of digitalized big data prevents the industry from performing
future analyses and data mining as well as applying new technologies that
would significantly improve productivity to meet today’s engineering
needs. The digital transformation of engineering is therefore critical for
consolidating industry knowledge, improving efficiency, and fully
leveraging the advantages of digitization.
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AI
NEW TECHNOLOGIES,
ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES

AI and its impact
AI is a system of methods and rules that teaches computers to think and act like humans. One of these
latest rapidly developing methods is “machine learning,” in which computers acquire decision-making
and pattern recognition abilities. Going one step further is deep learning, which sees computers gaining
recognition techniques through learning by example.

Figure 1. Artificial intelligence and its subsets: machine learning and deep learning (Dhande)

Figure 2. The evolution of artificial intelligence (Copeland)
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KEY AI TECHNOLOGIES
AI can be classified into several different fields or technologies, each of which provide tools for
computers to learn to mimic the cognitive abilities of humans.

Natural-Language Processing

Computer Vision

Natural-language Processing (NLP)

Computer vision technologies involve

refers to techniques that enable

the capture, processing and analysis of

computers to process and understand

digital images, essentially decoding their

human language. NLP algorithm will

meaning and context. There are many

enable computers to process human

CV technology areas, including machine

language and solve NLP tasks such as

vision, optical character recognition,

part-of-speech tagging, semantic

image recognition, pattern recognition,

analysis, machine translation, question

facial recognition, edge detection and

answering, and more.

motion detection, all of which support
the overall CV technology spectrum.

Business Analytics, Data Science
and Decision Making
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Robots and Sensors
Robotics is the branch of technology that

In the area of business analytics and data

deals with the design, construction,

science, AI technology sorts through the

operation and application of robots, as

vast amount of data available, then

well as with computer systems for their

recognize patterns in the data and make

control, sensory feedback and

predictions. Artificial intelligence is

information processing for robotics.

allowing business decisions to be made

These technologies deal with automated

much more easily, reliably, and

machines that can take the place of

accurately due to the large amount of

humans in dangerous environments or

data that can be collected and studied in

manufacturing processes, or resemble

much shorter time, in which is

humans in appearance, behavior and/or

impossible for human beings.

cognition.
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AI applications across the industries
Based on Mckinsey’s research the potential total annual value of AI and analytics across industries will
reach to $9.5T - $15.4T (The executive’s AI playbook, McKinsey Analytics) These AI applications already
made much changes and values in many industries through work process automation and optimization:
Banking Payment fraud, payment automation, risk management, loan approvals,
credit scoring, collections, customer acquisition and retention.
Insurance Automated claims processing, rating engines, claims fraud, document
configuration, customer retention, cross-sell / up-sell, and best-fit recommendations.
Healthcare Health and wellness evaluations and recommendations, appropriate use
criteria, readmissions and outcome management.
Retail Upselling/cross-selling, campaign optimization, social media management,
next-best offer, customer service.
Manufacturing & Utilities Predictive maintenance, asset management, warranty claims.
Car industry Autonomous vehicles.
Legal Contract management, compliance check.

Many of the above-mentioned AI applications can also be applied within the engineering industry.

How AI technology will transform engineering and digitalization
Engineering information is essentially presented in the form of drawings, documents and 3D models
(either design-built or via point clouds). The application of AI technology – machine learning, deep
learning, text/image/visual recognition and natural language processing – enables computers to “read”
and process engineering documents and drawings the way a human would, effectively replacing manual
processing, improving engineering productivity and further automating engineering deliverables.
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Figure 3.
Results from IPS iENG
P&ID AI prototype

By applying AI technology, computers can
digitalize critical engineering drawings and documents
provide content searching capabilities
perform cross checking
consolidate data and knowledge for interaction and conversation with humans
automate engineering deliverables.
Further, combined with advanced technology
using laser scan, drone or Lidar technology,
companies can re-engineer and updating
existing information to reflect the most updated
facility information and build digital twins for
future data collection and optimization.

Looking to the Future
With the ability to digitalize engineering data,
generative AI expands possibilities for human
decision making. allowing humans to select the
solution that optimally balances scope, cost
and scheduling and drastically reduces
engineering cost and time. Generative AI also
greatly facilitates human and computer
interaction for engineering input, review and
feedback, including conversation between
human and digital twins.
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3D LASER SCANNING
/ LIDAR
3D Laser Scanning or LIDAR (Light Detection
and Ranging) is the process of shining a
reflectorless laser line over a surface in order
to collect 3-dimensional data.
The surface data is captured by a
camera sensor mounted in the laser
scanner or flying drones which records
accurate dense 3D points in space. The
3D survey points collected combine
together to form a point cloud that
represent the surface surveyed.

Severn Partnership
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ENGINEERING WITH INTELLIGENCE
At Intelligent Project Solutions, we engineer with intelligence, providing innovative AI solutions to meet
the engineering and digital transformation needs of our customers.
Our demonstrated industry knowledge in engineering and project management, coupled with our AI
expertise in deep learning, visual recognition as well as image and natural language processing enable us
to provide cognitive AI solutions to fulfill the demands of today’s key process industries, including oil, gas
and chemical.
IPS is currently developing three AI technologies:
iENG, an engineering drawing and document “reader”;
iENG Go, a search engine designed to improve engineering productivity and knowledge
management; and
iENG Digital, recognition technology that analyzes, consolidates and links digital data from laser
scans to digitalized engineering documentations, helping the industry to automate digitalization
and eventually move towards generative engineering solutions.
In the future, we believe AI will become an inseparable part of any project and engineering team.
We believe AI will become an inseparable part of any project and engineering workforce, helping to:
Move away from “non-intelligent” efforts
Support human intelligence to promote better engineering, project and business decisions
Enrich human intelligence through knowledge transformation:
Digitalize and consolidate data for better solutions
Develop new ways of working that offer more freedom to create, interact,
and balance work and life.

From pilot projects to collaborative partnerships,
we provide customized solutions that help you succeed.

Work with us today
Connect with Us

info@ips-ai.com

www.ips-ai.com
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